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Aligned Lesson Plan 3 
 (LOC Science Lesson for Unit 1: Weather and Climate 

 

Lesson Plan: Interaction of Air Masses  Lesson Length: 2-3 class periods of 55 minutes.  

Grade Level: 6-8 Piloted in 7th Related Unit:  

Weather and Climate  

 

MS-ESS2-5. Collect data to provide evidence for how the 

motions and complex interactions of air masses results in 

changes in weather conditions. (NGSS) 

WHST.6-8.1. Write arguments to support claims with clear 

reasons and relevant evidence. (CCSS ELA) 

WHST.6-8.2. Write informative/explanatory texts to 

examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and 

information through the selection, organization, and 

analysis of relevant content. (CCSS ELA) 

SL.8.5. Integrate multimedia and visual displays into 

presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims and 

evidence, and add interest. (CCSS ELA) 

SS.IS.6.6-8.MdC: Construct explanations using reasoning, 

correct sequence, examples and details, while 

acknowledging their strengths and weaknesses. (IL-SS) 

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions 

• Weather events have causes and effects. 

• The movement of air (wind) is caused by 
changes in pressure.  

• Air moves from areas of high pressure to 
areas of low pressure. 

• The density of air is dependent on 
temperature.  

• The addition of heat causes air molecules to 
spread out, resulting in lower density.  

• Thunderstorms are created when a cold air 
mass forces the receding warm air mass up 
into the atmosphere quickly, causing the 
moisture in the warm air to cool and 
condense rapidly.  

• Water vapor rises into the atmosphere, cools, 
condenses, and returns to the surface of the 
planet as precipitation.  

• Cold air is more dense than warm air.  

• How do air masses of different temperature and 
density interact? 

• Why is cold air more dense than warm air? 

• In terms of pressure, what direction does air flow? 

• How is the movement of air caused? 

• How are thunderstorms created? 

• Why does the intensity of storms vary?  

• How is the water cycle affected by temperature?  

• Does density affect how matter interacts? 
 

 
 

 

Transfer Goals 
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• Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering) 

• Developing and using models 

• Constructing explanations 

• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information  

• Identifying patterns and causes/effects to make future predictions 

• Working cooperatively to achieve goals.  

Learning Objectives 

o Motion of ocean waters and air masses (matter): Fluid matter (i.e., air, water) flows from areas of 
higher density to areas of lower density (due to temperature or salinity). The density of a fluid can 
vary for several different reasons (e.g., changes in salinity and temperature of water can each 
cause changes in density). Differences in salinity and temperature can, therefore, cause fluids to 
move vertically and, as a result of vertical movement, also horizontally because of density 
differences. 

o Factors affecting the motion of wind and currents 
o Regional patterns of climate (e.g., temperature or moisture) related to a specific pattern of water 

or air circulation, including the role of the following in contributing to the climate pattern: 
▪ Air or water moving from areas of high temperature, density, and/or salinity to areas of 

low temperature, density, and/or salinity. 

• Use evidence and reasoning to construct a scientific explanation for the given phenomenon. 
• Explain and demonstrate how temperature affects density of fluid objects. 

Library of Congress: Primary Sources Materials/Supplies/Resou

rces 

• Source evaluation tool: 
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Primary_Sourc
e_Analysis_Tool.pdf 

• https://www.loc.gov/item/2015632840/ 

• https://www.loc.gov/item/2011630348  

• https://www.loc.gov/item/89706209/  

• Hot plate 

• Water 

• Food coloring 

• Beakers 

• Large clear 
container 

• Craft paper 

• Ice  

Lesson Plan 

Engage: How can I get students interested in this? 

• Have images of the primary sources displayed while students enter the room. 

• Have students take a Primary Source Evaluation Tool (above) activity sheet and begin working.  

• Use the primary sources: https://www.loc.gov/item/2015632840/ and 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2011630348 and source handout evaluation tool 
(http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Primary_Source_Analysis_Tool.pdf) as a 
bell-ringer.  

• Have students fill in the evaluation tool, as well as compare and contrast the two images that are on the 
board.  

• Have students hold an open discussion sharing their findings with the class. Once student conversation 
involves the storm clouds, stop the discussion.  

• This portion of the lesson should take 15 minutes.  

Explore: What tasks/questions can I offer to help students puzzle through this? 

• Inform students that the class will be constructing a visual representation of the interactions of air masses, 
and eventually acting out how storms are created.  

• Place the following image on the board: https://www.loc.gov/item/89706209/  

• Without discussing the image, begin the activity by asking students how the storms are created (Students 
should have prior knowledge of: air masses, density, pressure changes, and the water cycle). 

• Refer to the image of the train. Ask students: What will happen to the car if a train comes at this moment? 
(Desired answer: the car will be destroyed as the train passes through it). Ask students: Why will the car be 
destroyed? What allows the train to destroy the car? (Desired answer: The train has a greater mass and 
density than the car. Therefore it will “move the car” out of the way, or pass through the car).  

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Primary_Source_Analysis_Tool.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Primary_Source_Analysis_Tool.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/item/2015632840/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2011630348
https://www.loc.gov/item/89706209/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2015632840/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2011630348
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Primary_Source_Analysis_Tool.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/item/89706209/
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• Ask Students: Does density affect how other forms of mater like air and water interact? (Desired answer: 
yes). 

• Inform students that they are to construct an activity to test this question.   

• Have students construct an activity using the following materials to test the question. Materials: 2 beakers, 
hot plate, water, large clear container, ice, red and blue food coloring. 

• Use the activity sheet to help guide students. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QDCNlBIwFxOu3Icfio1Ua-
r2YU094Gz5PScn28ioSxg/edit?usp=sharing  

• Desired outcome: Students will create an activity in which substances of different temperatures (densities) 
interact. To make this activity more challenging for certain students, do not give them the activity sheet as 
guidance. Simply let them work through the activity several times until they gain the appropriate 
observations.  

• For students that need guidance: have students heat a water sample and cool another. Students should 
color the 2 samples differently. After several minutes, have students combine the samples and record their 
observations.  

• Have students share experiences and findings with the class. 

• Ask students: Why did the warm water rise, and the cold water sink? (Desired answer: Density) 

• Inform students that air in the environment will act similarly to the water in the experiment.  

• Ask students: If the warm water were warm air rising into the atmosphere, what would happen? (Desired 
answer: the water vapor in the air would cool and condense, creating clouds) 

 

Desired outcome video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xinYL9W3B_c 

 

• This portion of the lesson should take 40 minutes.  

Explain: How can I help students make sense of their observations? 

• Have the students reflect upon their experiences and the Primary Source(s). 

• Have the students write down questions they wondered about and want more information on. 

• Have students reflect on the activity and share their findings with the class 

• Ask students: Why did the cold water sink and the warm water rise? (Density) 

• Ask students: How does this relate to the picture of the car?  (Cold air= train = more dense than warm air. It 
sinks and pushes through the warm air, forcing the warm air up, as it has nowhere else to go. The warm air 
then cools and condenses. If this happens quickly, storms are created). 
https://www.loc.gov/item/89706209/ 

• Ask students: If the warm water were warm air rising into the atmosphere, what would happen? (Desired 
answer: the water vapor in the air would cool and condense, creating clouds).  

• Ask students: What temperature air will rise into the atmosphere? Why? (Desired answer: Warm air. It is 
less dense than cold air). 

• Inform students that if this process occurs quickly, the byproduct is stormy weather.  

• For this activity, students should possess prior knowledge of the water cycle and density.  

• This portion of the lesson should take 25 minutes.  
 

Extend/Elaborate: How can my students apply their new knowledge to other situations? 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QDCNlBIwFxOu3Icfio1Ua-r2YU094Gz5PScn28ioSxg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QDCNlBIwFxOu3Icfio1Ua-r2YU094Gz5PScn28ioSxg/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xinYL9W3B_c
https://www.loc.gov/item/89706209/
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• Students will apply their new knowledge of density to the interactions of air masses of different 
temperatures. This knowledge will then be used to explain how storms are created.  

• Since temperature and density are correlated, air masses will act similarly to the water used in this activity 

• With knowledge of density, students can infer that cold air masses will force warm air masses up into the 
atmosphere. Students can then use prior knowledge of the water cycle to determine that as warm air rises, 
it will cool and condense, creating clouds. 

• The teacher may also have students make observations regarding the air masses that may be present in the 
additional primary sources that were used at the beginning of the activity. 

• Students can make daily observations of temperature and weather conditions, relating conditions to their 
acquired knowledge of moving air masses. This process can also involve graphing and plotting weather 
points (IE temperature, pressure, wind speed). These points can be used to correlate data with observable 
weather.  

• Include how the teacher can help the students make relevant connections to their observations, address 
misconceptions, and extend students’ learning.  

• This portion of the lesson should take 25 minutes. If extended with weather observation and graphing, it 
may take days.  

 

Evaluate: How can I help my students self-evaluate and reflect on the learning? 

• Students will be evaluated by creating a demonstration of the interaction of air masses that create 
thunderstorms and mild weather.  

• The demonstration should include the following vocabulary: Density, warm air, cold air, rise, cool, 
condense, precipitation.  

• The lesson activity correlates with the desired learning objective of understanding the interactions between 
cold and war air masses in nature. By applying the knowledge gained during the lab portion of the activity, 
students gain a better understanding of the interactions of air masses with different temperatures and 
densities.  

• Learning objective and correlating evidence: 
o      - Motion of ocean waters and air masses (matter): Fluid matter (i.e., air, water) flows from areas 

of higher density to areas of lower density (due to temperature or salinity). The density of a fluid 
can vary for several different reasons (e.g., changes in salinity and temperature of water can each 
cause changes in density). Differences in salinity and temperature can, therefore, cause fluids to 
move vertically and, as a result of vertical movement, also horizontally because of density 
differences. 

Evidence: Students will demonstrate achievement of this learning objective by accurately depicting the 

interactions of air masses and the correlated resulting weather.  

o Factors affecting the motion of wind and currents 
Evidence: Students will gain an understanding that air flows from high to low pressure and in the instance 

of storms, from cold to warm temperatures.  

o Regional patterns of climate (e.g., temperature or moisture) related to a specific pattern of water 
or air circulation, including the role of the following in contributing to the climate pattern: 

▪ Air or water moving from areas of high temperature, density, and/or salinity to areas of 
low temperature, density, and/or salinity. 

Evidence: The activity shows the movement of substances from high to low pressure, thus resulting thin the 

substance with low pressure rising, cooling, condensing causing storms.  

• Use evidence and reasoning to construct a scientific explanation for the given phenomenon. 
Evidence: Students were given materials and asked to construct an experiment and knowledge through trial 

and error.  

• Explain and demonstrate how temperature affects density of fluid objects. 
Evidence: The activity shows students that temperature directly affects the density of fluid objects. The cold 

sample sank in the water column while the warm sample rose in the water column.   

 

Desired outcome video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPzWxfB702I 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPzWxfB702I
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• This portion of the lesson should take 30 minutes.  
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